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Streakers Wear Sneakers
Streaking, the newest colTau s streaking experiment
craze, was highlighted
began March 6, when "a
(JOP Tuesday • afternoon
bunch of guys got naked, went
»Hen a half dozen young men to SAE and DU for some more,
phi Kappa Tau ran from and just went."
from L library to their fraternity
Later in the week. Young
)Use, iin the buff, in front of an
louse,
said he went to Jack-in-thecrowd.
enthusiastic
1US1
Box for a hamburger and no
The streakers, who were ticed an ad for "free head
expected to run at 12:30 p„m.. phones to the
first 25
kept the crowd in suspense streakers in United Stereo's
.tjl a lone man started the store window. • After phoning
the store to make sure the
action- at about 12:50 p.m.
Five minutes later, a advertisement wasn't a hoax,
of five streakers as- a group of 24 went to the store
jginbled at the end of Campus on Saturday afternoon, got
^ray, did some warm-up naked and collected their
headphones.
(Xercises, and, much to the
delight of the crowd, sprinted
Thinking, that there might
lie entire distance wearing- be more profit involved in
streaking,
Young phoned
sneakers.
The streak, which was Pacific Stereo and asked if
supposed to be kept relatively they could top United's offer.
secret, attracted hundreds of They told him to have some
spectators and an army of people ready at 2 p.m. Sunday.
representatives
from
the A large, expectant crowd was
media,
including
News waiting and greeted them
Service 10 and Action News 13, cordially. The streakers were
later televised the rewarded for their efforts with
which
marathon.
two expensive speakers.
Nobody expected a real
"People ask us, 'Why do
dig crowd," commented Scott you streak?"' said Young.
"Cheeks" Young, a "pro "'Well,' I say, 'Why not?' We
fessional" streaker from Phi can all relate to getting naked.
It's an ... organic thing."
Tau.
According to Young, Phi
Although streaking hasn't
ate

reached epidemic propor
tions. Young explained.
" We've pretty much abused it.
Since the stereo streaks,
we've had to drop out of ama
teur standing. We can't even
streak in the Olympics."
Streaking is hardly a new
thing for UOP. continued
Young. He cited the annual
Mother's Day Naked Relay,
which was "started by Dave
Cohn and the Horny Sons of
Jerusalem in 1964. Those guys
still streak, I'll bet."
Another streaker, billing
himself as "Big Bull." ex
plained the mystique of the
practice: "It makes me feel
like Euell Gibbons. I call
streaking my back to nature' i
activity."
There are about 25 men in
Phi Tau's streaker club. The
club has its own insignia, a
pair of lightning bolts, and
code names for the members
including "Lightning Legs."
"Will the Thrill," "Moses."
"Hollywood,"
"Captain
Radish" and "The Greenfield
Flash."
"I look at it this way."
Young said, "It's my motto:
'streaking
is the only
answer.'"

Get naked!
As streaking continues to spread across the nation's college campuses
like wildfire, the group of students shown above have proven that UOP
will not he outdone. Paeifiean photographer Bob Craw lord captured this
latest streak, a lengthy jaunt down Campus Way. Sources indicate that
the lads were studying anatomy in the library at the time and "got a
little carried away." The photographer wished to apologize for the par
tially cluttered picture, but reminded that it was a windy day and a lot of
leaves were blowing around.
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The new evil weed
UOP students and people of ihe community of Stockton will have to be
careful where they light-up their cigarettes, cigars and pipes starting
March 27 as the Stockton Civic Council recently passed a smoking ban
ordinance. Public events on the UOP campus and throughout the city
will be off-limits to smoking. Private functions sponsored by UOP will
not be affected by the legislation. The issue caused much controversy at
city council meetings, as it took nearly two months to settle the matter.

City Ordinance Brings
Ban To 'Public' Smoking
Surf s up here tomorrow
J' will be time to break out the sounds made famous by the likes
Aggies' and bikinis tomorrow of The Beach Boys, Jan and Dean,
"'ght (Saturday) when Papa du The Hondells and others. Students
'"A da run, pictured above', will will also be given the opportunity
the waves of the Calaveras to display their fine frames (no,
j®'0 Raymond Great Hall to take this'is not a streak) in typical
l°P students back to the early
"beach bum" style in the Best
1S6®s and the days of sun, sand and
Male and Female Body Contest.
T The foursome will be "A panel of judges will select 10
^forming those classic surfin' finalists, five gals and five guvs,"

explained
Larry Seidman,
ASUOP social director. "The
crowd will then vote on the best
'bods' by applauding for its
choice." The two winners will
each receive a summer's supply
of Q-T suntan lotion, he added. The
ASUOP-sponsored
event will
begin at 9 p.m.

Persons caught smoking
at public events on the UOP
campus and elsewhere in
Stockton will be subject to a
misdemeanor charge car
rying a punishment of a $500
court fine, six months in jail,
or both, starting March 27.
Stockton city councilmen
debated for over two months
before unanimously passing a
smoking ban ordinance on
February 25.

Motion picture and stage
theatres, lecture and musichalls, libraries and museums,
governmental meeting places
and public elevators are the
prime targets of the ban on
smoking.
Indoor
athleticevents may also be added to
this list if the sponsor feels it
necessary.
Smoking will still be per(See SMOKING pg. 12)
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Ginesi-Rogo

Elects Optimistic For'74-'75
"If I do not get the liquor
license for the new student
center within a year, I will die
from cold turkey," said newly
elected ASUOP Vice Presi
dent Mark Rogo, referring to a
major plank in his campaign
platform.
"It was ecstasy." That
was Larry Ginesi's reaction
when he found out that he had
narrowly won the ASUOP
presidency.
Rogo said, "I was in my
apartment with about 20 other
people when I received the call
from Mike Heer (the present
ASUOP vice president). When
he told me I had won, I
screamed! We had two kegs of
beer there, so you know how I
was. I'm thrilled at having
won," he said. "I will be on a
perpetual high all through
next year."
Ginesi, too, was being
visited by a few friends when
he found out that he had won.
"I was expecting the phone
call around 10, but I didn't get

ASUOP Positions
Applications for seven
ASUOP director positions
are now available in the
ASUOP office. The posi
tions include office of infor
mation director, Forum on
National Priorities direc
tor, social director, direc
tor of academic affairs,
travel bureau director,
director of fair housing and
chief justice. All applica
tions must be turned in by
March 22.

it until 11. When I found out I
had won, I got very emotional.
I got—uh—WELL I had a few
drinks."
Both Ginesi and Rogo
have definite ideas about their
plans for the coming school
year. Ginesi wants to improve
the social department of
ASUOP which he feels is
lacking. He says he wants to
"affect as many people as
possible on this campus."
Rogo also wants to in
crease the social budget so
that there will be more events
on campus. "A Utopian ideal
would be there was so much
happening here on the
weekends that students
wouldn't have time for home
work."
Other
areas
concerning the two are setting
up an effective office for
ASUOP and working on
keeping the tuition down.
"There are other sources for
money to keep the tuition from
going up," says Ginesi.
As for immediate plans
before taking office, Ginesi
said he wants to find out asmuch as he can about ASUOP.
"This means a lot of file read
ing and talking with Sue Har
lan, outgoing ASUOP presi
dent, in getting all the details
and working with Dan Nutley
on finance."
Both have priorities in
having • events ready for
September. Ginesi also wants
to set up some events for the
summer session people,
another area he feels ASUOP
has neglected.
Both winners were con-

IWEST LANE
I LIQUOR

TKQUII.A SCKKWDKJVKK CONCKLAIH) .
1-1/2 o/.s. dr tequila
3 o/.s, do jiiRO do luiranja holado
|Cerveza
Vino
1/3 do liioio pioiido
1 rodaja do naranja
I
y
I'ougaso ol tequila. jugo (to naranja y hiolo
iToda Clase de Licores
pioado on la liouadora. Mozolofco a baja volo•r
"Domingo
a Jueves 7:00 a.m. a oidad do 10-15 sogundos. Viorlaso on vasos
old-fashioned quo lum sido onlriados provia112:30 a.m.
iViernes y Slfbados 7:00 a.m. a nionto. Agrogeso la rodaja do naranja.

Dental Admission Test
Review Course
and
Preparation for UCSF Performance Test
D.A.T. REVIEW COURSE
P.O. Box 6076, San Rafael, Ca. 94903
(415)841-8635

I

cerned about the low turnout
in voting. Ginesi feels that
until ASUOP does more there
will be a lack of student input.
Rogo felt the quads didn t turn
out the way he would have
liked but that "My Greek
brothers and sisters (Iraternities and sororities) had an
excellent turnout.
Asked about working
together, especially, since
Ginesi
split
Ihe
Rosenberg-Rogo ticket, the,f
views were diiferent but opti- —
mistic. Rogo said, "Iwasdisappointed that Lee lost, but I s
have worked with Lurry
Ginesi before, when he was a
senator and I was COPA chair
man. I see no problem now and
Sue Harlan
anticipate no future problems.
Ginesi
feels
that,
"Although Mark's and my
personalities are miles apart,
we should be able to work
together on some common
ASUOP newsletter and an
ground. He has a Jot of ideas
By LAURA URSENY
and is ready to work, and so do
improved relationship with
Sue Harlan admits that
I. I forsee no problems."
the
Pacifican.
there have been some disap
Another
campaign issue
pointments during her presi
*
was
improvement
of social
>
dency of ASUOP , but that she
*
has accomplished her main activities. Harlan hopes her
*
goals.. And like anyone who efforts toward the estab
*
has been successful, she attri- lishment of the Fat City Annex
The
San
Joaquin
Coun*
*
*ty Democratic Central * butes part of th'at success to will not go to waste when the
university center is finished.
•Committee will kick-off a * the people around her.
One problem that plagues
Harlan takes pride in her
•voter registration drive *
her
is the great amount oi
*with a workshop on March ^ idea to form a lobby in Sacra
student
apathy on campus.
mento
to
represent
private
*17 at 12 noon at the party *
Harlan
notes
that only 30per
institutions.
She
regrets
that
^headquarters, 113 N . *
•California St. The purpose * her original idea hasn't yet cent of the students voted in
•of the workshop is to inform * evolved, but she believes that last week's election. The
•participants of the strut- ^ a mini-lobby will be estab students seem to have little
before she leaves idea of the work involved in
*egy and goals of a registra- * lished
last week's elections, and non^tion drive. Everyone is* office.
participation
makes t e
Her
campaign
platform
*iavited to participate in the •
• workshop and voter regis-* on
improving
campus efforts worthless, she adds.
The ASUOP relationswitn
• trafion
drive.
Contact* communication resulted in an
the
UOP administration have
• Mitch Winick at 462-9128. * ASUOP student hand book, a
fair housing pamplet, the been very good, Hara
emphasizes. Some studen
Tom Howard'* SPORT CYCLERY
wanted
to pressure
'Racing and Touring Bicycles
administration concermng^
Sales - Sendee - Accessories
Academic Vice P'
4419 Pacific Avenue
Search Committee..Ha •
Stockton, California 95207
however, was satisfy
__
478-4307
^
the results using a non
ful approach.
^
I
As with any ,depj«
N8W PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
I
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
ASUOP officer, Harlan
RENT—TO OWN
advice' for the UpCJ3
•*
administration. She
.
$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
I
.. eft,until paid for
mended that a seri0U ^
— or
— - return
• v > wi ii any
ui ijr time
till IC•
No tricks — No
-kQ _
M« interest.
tude be taken concerning
No aimmir
gimmicks
—No
success of university
NOt—,
KD MONARHAN'S
I
Downtown—249 t. Minor
- The attainment of the p
Lincoln Confer North
I college lobby in Sai't, an
Lodi—10) W. Pino St.
should be emphasize" ^
477-4465
alLuniversity *acU T J be
Sat. TILL 5
N
S
T
evaluation
process s
•• • ^ |^ , ^NE^TIOpayles^^ ^ J
developed.

Harlan Reflects On Past
Year As ASUOP 'Pres'

Voter
Registration

i
i
Ij^pypewri
^s/tockton
iter Co.

!

M.C.A.T.
REVIEW COURSE
OFFERED IN BERKELEY, DAVIS, & L.A.
Classroom instruction in all sections of M.C.A.T.
Extensive Testing Practice. Teaching Staff
includes Science Ph.D's.

NATIONAL
M.C.A.T. REVIEW COURSE
P.O. Box 6129 San Rafael CA. 94903
(415) 841-8635

Qiiaint and ~Charii1111
Piny Nost'algui.
I/
'N

w

' DRESSES'SUITS •
4 SPORTSWEAR*

In Weberstown Mall, Across from the
new' Gluskins.
Mon. thru Fri. 9:30-9, Sat. 9:30-5 and Sun. 12-5.

NOW OPEN!

.J

DECORA™0
O I I A U T I F U L AKTIO

OLD
TIME GOOONSSS
ATMOS'Ht*{
OLO
TIMS
OLD
TIMS
MlCES
OLD•ICSAO
T.MS HOT
MOMS MADS
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DELIGHTFUL FOOD

AAA AFMOWO

/

Ck«r>o» •»<!

1AJ
Oleic

Hoosier#*#,
1547 NORTH WILSON WAT
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Fytaws Follow Fanny Fad
for creatively channeling this

i generously offered camera
By PEGGY HUMMES
streak-energy on this campus.
Competition for Play girl"s men an instant replay so How about starting a trend in

Stocktonians could enjoy what
streak dances? Or initiating a
only Tri Delta, Theta and
"Greek Streak Week" to re
Delta Gamma had enjoyed.
duce competition among the
Phi Tau has further
houses by reminding all
j committed itself to the cause fraternity men and sorority
by organizing a club entitled
girls that they are all brothers
"the Phi Tau Streakers" with
a coat of arms resembling a and sisters under the sun. Or
perhaps students could even
bolt of lightning. (We comjmend them on their origin run Dale Coffey out of town
ality.)
Prerequisites
for by streaking through Wilson
members have not been and Coffey Furniture Shop.
an eiaeny juage in ban
established, but a precedent
Francisco is claiming to have
was set last Saturday when
the craze at Stan
group members streaked foi created
ford in 1929 when he won a $5
Pacific Stereo in return for a
set of expensive speakers and bet doing it. but UOP alumn.
are smiling smugly because
headphones. Leave it to UOP
they know that streaking was
to discover a monetary valuegoing on on this campus long
in streaking.
before anyone was brazen
Although the school has
enough to give it newspaper
entered the nation-widecoverage. Every year, on the
streaking competition, entries
night of Mother's Day, UOP
seem to lack the- flare that
men made a traditional naked
other
campuses
haverun around Grace Covell.
exhibited. A male student at
Except for very intimate
West Georgia College brought
friends, the participants kept
streaking to an all-time high
their identities secret by
when he- parachuted onto the
wearing paper bags over thencampus parking lot in the bull.
heads, perhaps out of respect
Coeds from Stanford Univer
for their mothers. The event
Dirk
Hamilton,
who
played
at
sity halted traffic on the
number of different acts in the
draws
an audience almost as
UOP
a
lew
weeks
ago
with
the
Golden Gate Bridge- as they Ultivvo
past few weeks, among which
Sons of Champlin, will be the jogged by rush hour traffic in large as Hand Frolic and the
were Ladies Choice, a soul
judging n? much more
attraction tonight.
their birthday,suits.
group, and Little Roger and
objective.
"It we can," Votichenko
Think
of
the
possibilities
the Goosebumps, a really
comments, "we 11 try and gel
good nostalgia band,
back Little Roger. They seem
VALUABLE COUPON""""'-?
Votichenko's estimation.
to be a real hit with the crowd.
"This, I think, is a good
"Yes, I see the crowds get
thing," says Votichenko. It
ting bigger in the future, he- =
C1.1ARBROILED WITH TWO PIECES 01- CHEESE
givesgroupswhoaren'tsuperadds. "Right now, we havestars a chance to play, and it
S
FRIES,
LARGE SOFT DRINK
some customers that come by
helps business. It s a lot ol
occasionally, and some- who
fun."
don't know we exist, these
ALL FOR
Friday night happenings-help
The groups are hired by to make people aware, we
1.
Fat City. Fat City, in turn, is pvict "
"All it is, is an op
4227 PACIFIC AVE.
funded by ASUOP. "They give
1.35 VALUE
portunity
to
see
a
good
unal
GOOD THRU MARCH 21,
us a budget, ®^, an(j jjnci
crowded show. Good food and
ichenko. We go o
the band^
^ gtuart good times.

next male centerfold was held
in sorority circle Wednesday
night, but none of the judges
showed up. The nude models
did though, as 20 fraternity
men "streaked" for the girls
at 2 a.m.
What makes this event
unique among naked raids on
sorority circle is that the
gentlemen were cold sober,
i with an emphasis on cold. You
see. they were making a con
certed effort to get UOP on the
prestigious list of universities
to participate in the latest
streaking craze.
And the event was a
success! Not only did their
Big Assets
audience thoroughly enjoy
. streaking bare bottoms seen above belong to a group of men from this blatant exhibitionism, but
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity. Members of the organization wwnn'r- also Channel 10 News covered
a hv Channel 10 News recently concerning the national streak the scene to make sure that the
Ie aS h.« i°ta» atlec.rt ,» DOT —i,,. The gr.aa also world knew UOP was up on
•formed its streaking act in front of the television cameras, brav.ng current affairs. Gentlemen
tential parental wrath, pneumonia and low-flying hornets.
I from
Phi
Kappa
Tau

Good Vibes, Good Music At Fat City
Fat City annex, which,
ording to assistant manr and part owner Peter
ichenko, "some people
't know exists," has added
gnificant boost to this seni
or's list of activities by offig
free entertainment
:ry Friday night.
"It's just a, thing for
lie to do on Fridays, says
ial
Director
Larry
Iman. "we're trying to
iv that people don't have to
'e to San Franciso to see a
d group."
aoiar,weveguuc.i
wM
"So
far, we've gotten6good
jack and we hope it gets
r. It seems to get better
me time goes along,
rved Seidman. "We hope
, more and more. '
?at City has presented a

I NEW DOUBLE BURGER E

m BIG SYD'S

Jim
Little are w
lys
near future, sav

which are
^

;e D. Pedro is a part-time student at UOP. He is a candidate lor the
an oHjounfy recorder.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

DINNER-DANCE
Friday, March 22, 1974

FEATURES

Stockton Civic Auditorium

ITRTNKS BY DR. FEELGOOD
H A N D M A ^IND
OUNCE FEATURING
IUN BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS

I

No Host Cocktail Hour 7:00 p.m.
Dinner 8:00 p.m.
Dance 9:00-1:00
Music by Gene Bartolomei
Admission $10.00
Dinner-Dance is sponsored by the Pedro Campaign C
ts are available at Emma's Fountain. 21b E. Main m.
5 477-1995.

M
7Qor

RENT A CAR
weekend special
£jTr
. to noon Mon. for just $14nt
r
i), plus 200 free-miles and only 8 cents p
reafter.
call John 466-5211; ext. 331

EAGAL FORD SALES

RENT-A-CAR

I
I

C

, N T O S H

V

0

F U 1 M E S

FREE POPCORN
STEAMED HOTDOGS

I
I

A

35 C

!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

mDMHUR.

N1TE

UOP SPECIAL!

WITH ASUOP CARD

MIXED WELL DRINKS

50-

WINE, BEER

FREE SUNDAY FEED 2.30-4:00

35 F

,C PIZTATND SUBMARINES NOW SERVED
UINOS P1ZZ ' ATTHEBAR
47.8-9913
7555 PACIFIC
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Doc
Morrison
Speaks

PSYCHIATOC

MEU? 7 i

.

What actual value therapeutically is vitamin Ef
Possibly vitamin E is not a vitamin in the true sense ol the
word but a substance that has been hanging around lor oyer
25 years looking lor something to do. The only substantiated
effect is that its removal makes rats sterile. Hut this is icvei sible. Even "kooky" diets contain adequate amounts lor
humans. But equine excreta, when used with laith, will help
some people.
A.E. Morrison, M.I).
Powell Student Health Center
If you have any questions you would like to ask l)t.
Morrison, pleasewrite: "The Doctor Is In" c/oThe I'acilican
University ol the Pacific, Stockton, California 95211.
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" W e ' v e got t o d o something a b o u t this image of yours..."

perspective
We, as students, are striving for a more responsible
government in Sacramento and Washington, yet in our own
back yard, we are stuck with ASUOP.
Two weeks ago, in this column, I expressed my
perception of the problems of voter apathy and lethargicattitudes toward ASUOP by the student body. Last week's
elections substantiated my predictions.
I was criticized in a letter to the editor last week by an
ASUOP senator for making dull repetitions of common
knowledge.
I agree with the senator that the editorial was repeti
tious. People have been saying the same thing for years with
little or no success. However, he believes the present struc
ture can be changed to correct the problems. I don't believe it
can be done. The present structure cannot incorporate and be
responsible to the majority of UOP students who me
chanically contribute to the $200,000 budget of ASUOP.
The senator charged that I gave no solutions to the
problems I saw in ASUOP. I propose that we abolish ASUOP.
hold a constitutional convention that would be open to all
students and design a new student government system.
By abolishing ASUOP as it now stands, students would be
faced with no funded social activities and no representation.
They would be forced to start from scratch and express their
ideas. This reorganization process should take place every
four years so that no student would be stuck with a structure
in which he had no input.
I realize that constitutional amendments could be
proposed to effect change within the present ASUOP system.
However, this process generally does not incorporate the
entire student body. We need to start anew every four years so
that the involvement would include the campus as a whole,
,andTiot just a handful of politicians who pretend to represent
the student body.
By STEPHEN SMITH
u-'.:

Dear Editor:
In these days ol govern
mental corruption, pollution
and the energy crisis, a lew
people taking off their clothes
and running around naked
seems to he more fun than
harmful. But our society, as
usual, has found a way to take
the aesthetics out ol streaking.
Someone has found a way to
make a buck out of it.
United Stereo recently
offered a set of headphones to
the first 25 streakers who
came into their store. Sounds
innocent enough, right.'
Well, United Stereo hoped
to gain national publicity out
of this venture. What's more
important is that they can
write-off the headphones on
their taxes.
Not to be outdone.
Pacifica Stereo rewarded the
Phi
Kappa
lau
same
streakers with a pair ol
Quadraflex speakers valued
over $300.
Where are we going to
draw the line? Are we ever
•going to see again our
•streakers running just for the
hell of it? What can a sorority
offer to 40 naked men that
might be as rewarding as
headphones
and
$300
speakers'.''
Humor has it that these
streakers have turned pro and
will never run again unless
they can make a buck out of it.
They've cheated in the
soap box derby and they're
streaking for money! Is
nothing sacred?
Andy Miller
v
, • •• ' c*
Dear Editor:
Being
located
in
Germany, I'm unable to view
the United States domestic
scene through any means
other than the news media.
Unfortunately, I believe it is
over-reacting to an obviously
serious but not intangible fuel
shortage problem.
If so, our noble chron
icles, rather than reporting
the facts, are serving as
nothing more than a govern
mental propaganda exten
sion aimed at forcing the
people into a fear-oriented
mandatory
conservation
program. Maybe Karl Marx is
alive and well in San Fran
cisco searching for his kid
naped daughter.
The true crisis is not one of
allocation ot resources but one
of potential furthur extension
of government control over
private enterprise.

Dear Editor:
"This generution is really
going to be different
Ever wonder what's hap
pened to that sentiment? It
was a real conviction held
a few years ago by the youth
who are now only a lew years
older than us - maybe a group
in which some ol us ha\ e even
been involved. But now ... well
maybe it just seems to be a
phrase that ought to be laid
aside for the next crew to pick
up 15 years or so from now.
And yet, there are many
indications that show that this
generation WILL be. and now
IS different—has a destiny
that no other age has shared.
There is a new group ol your
fellow students on campus
who have taken a sincere look
around and
have taken a
stand on our generation, and
themselves as individuals.
Included in this view is a faith
in the Bible as the infallible,
tested and proveable word ol
God which even modern man
can look to for guidance as
well as encouragement. The
only problem is ... where to
look?!
Pentecostal Students Fel
lowship International (PSFI)
has a chapter on campus dedi
cated to searching out the
contexts of
this age-old
mysterious book, the Bible.
This group meets every Tues
day night at 6:30 in room 123of
Wendell Phillips Center, for
discussions and Bible studies.
Our meetings are open to
all students, faculty, and nonacademic personel of UOP.
whoever wishes to come,
regardless of whatever reigious beliefs they profess.
We sing songs, ask questions
of each other, search our
Bibles, and rap on how the
Bible and Jesus are VERY
alive and well in our own time.
For example, topics we have
recently discussed and will
further explore are the
charismatic movement, prohecy relative to world events
happening now, and a
personal, dynamic experi
ence in Jesus. Things are
pretty informal and basic. We
talk and study as long as the
spirit moves us.
About first century A.D.
and 20th century A.D. — how
do they fit together? To our

Dear Editor:

On behalf of the students
and staff of the department of
art let me express our grati- ;
Hide and appreciation to each
ol you who so graciously
contributed to the ( reative|
Art
Marathon which we ;
sponsored lasl December |
All events related to IM]
Marathon
were
<l" lle ;
successful and w,e owe liJ'l
success to you and the400 p i |S :
contributors.
We
are
pleased
1
announce that we deal i
roughly $3,000 hut mo
importantly our students a
staff
were - afforded
opportunity
of
P lann "®:
sharing and working-tog^;
in true artistic community
We (hank you lor cuius
about us.Larry WaW

Chairman

Department

J

• do not

The opinions expressed in the letters to the edit" 1
,f
H
"gggSull''
necessarily represent the opinions of the Pacifican
to the
Pacifican staff reserves the right to edit any led 1
editor. All letters must have the name and address m
author. However, names may be witheld upon reqtn

David A. Whelan Jr.
The Pacifican is 3 publication of the
Associated Students, University of
the Pacific and is published weekly
during the academic year. Entered
as second-class matter October 24,
1924 at the Post Office. Stockton.
California, under the Act of March
3,1897. Subscription $3.00 per year.
Telephone 948-2114. Member
College Press Service and National
Education Advertising Services
360 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10017. All material copyrighl
The Pacifican 1973. Send form 3579
to The Pacifican. University of the
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, Calif. 95204.

"blind" eyes, we can't seenitu
figure out how gas shortages
ESP. war in the Middle East
an'd nuclear powered bombs
have any connection with a
man walking in Jerusalemaa
the time of the Roman En
porer Augustus. But there is a'
mastermind behind all thjs
Just taking the time toeheckit
all out might be the most
important thing you can do tor
yourself. It might prove tobea
very eternal reason WHY this
generation will be like no
other!
"And they asked hint,
saying. Master, but when shall
all these things be? And what
sign will be when these things
shall come to pass?"
"And .he said ... wars ...m
earthquakes ... famines' ...il
vengeance ... Behold the fig
tree, and all the trees; When
they now shoot forth, you^ee
and know of you own selves
that summer is now nigh at
hand."
"So likewise when you see
these things come to pass
know that the Kingdom of God
is nigh at hand."
"Verily I say unto you,
THIS GENERATION shallnot
pass away till all be fultilled.
(Luke, chapter 21, exerpts
from verse 7-32.)
Sincerely,
UOP Chapter of PSFI

Pacifican
Stephen Smith

John Lynch
Shannon Hood

Elizabeth Lcedom
,

Pete Sheppard
Ellen Powell
Jeff MetzgerNan Wilson & Wendy Jordan
Roxanne Fouche'
Brain Sullivan

Busine*

EdH°'

rime"' 0iol,
Meruit. j ports'
Uy°

, „co-^' 10

. . production
phntne'W"

",,Z

Diane Merrill

C

Leslie Spradling
Dan Met urine \ .. .

copy ^
.

Adverting
matmamu

racincan

itreaking anyone?
circumstances

DIDN'T HAVE
A THING TO
WEAR

in

Kike Ga, freshman, COP:
fell. um. It all depends
really. I guess if somebody
paid me a couple of hundred
dollars. The way tuition is
around here, I can see why
lere are people running
around with no clothes. It's
probably one of the fads I
touldn't do. I'd really have to
Icrazy before I'd take my
clothes off and streak."

totim
What's PfPior?
• Bulletins
' Letters
' Catalog Sheets
• Office Forms
1 Manuals
• Price Lists
' Records
' Reports
• Veloxing
' Layout

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programs
Stationery
Charts
Mailers
Notices
Newsletters
Cards

• Composition
• Etc.. Etc
CALL

465-5914

430 I. LINDSAY ST.
(BirwilH SUTTIA i CAlIf)

Teri
Gilespie,
freshman,
Conservatory: "111 had to run
lrom the bathroom to my
dorm room. If somebodygave
me $1001 would do it. It's trivi
al. I don't like trivia. If as
many people at the library
were
doing
something
constructive
instead of
galking at streakers, it could
have been better."

Alan Hook, senior, COP: "If
there was a full moon, it was 12
midnight in sorority circle and
all the car headlights were on
me. One last thing — I'd have
to be the invisible man."

Wkik-U-Waii!
Who uses PfPl
TO NAMI A FIW...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountants
Banks
Insurance Co s
Ad Agencies
Consultants
Architects

•
•
•
•
.
.

p|Firms
Manufacturers
Retailers
Wholesalers
Churches
Social Groups

F R E E PICK-UP A D E L I V E R Y

20% Discount on all
College Activities
POSTAL IMt PREsf I

Robin Wyall, freshman, COP:
"If everybody was blind
folded I think I'd do it.I don't
think it serves any purpose.
People are crazy and they
want to do something nutty. It
doesn't seem to be individual.
Mass streaks take the excite
ment out of it. Especially
when it's an announced
streak."
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Record Store Reveals
Rip-off Plague Quelled
A substantial decrease in
the number of thefts from the
ASUOP Discount Store has
been reported by the mana
ger, Joseph Markel.
Last semester, the store
was suffering a six per cent
loss in profit due to theft. This
is an average loss percentage
lor most profit stores, such as
Sears or Weinstocks.
The problem is that the
ASUOP Record Store is a non
profit organization, and "We
don't budget theft."
says
Markel.
"The reason our
prices are the lowest in the San
Joaquin valley is because we
don't raise our prices to make
up for theft losses, as profit
stores do. Therefore, we
simply cannot have thefts."
Marker became
the
manager of the store on
December 16. Since that time,
he has successfully managed
to bring the percentage of
losses down to a low of one to
two per cent. This, he claims,
is due to "changing certain
things around." Previously,
the store was run in a very
"loose, casual, and trusting
manner," says Markel.
People were allowed to carry
any type of open package into
the store.
However, when Markel
became manager, he re
organized the floor-plan of the
store and installed a trafficcontrol turnstyle. He also
insisted that when albums are
sold, they must all be bagged
and stapled.

4

ICE
•3826 WEST LANE 464-3886?

fAAIRAwLE
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ow RENT:

2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addr^SpQ'rect?on°or
Registers, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for er
nr

3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either ixe .
0UC)(1.
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point thro g
out its 200-decade range.
, „ „n„ /uHrpssable
Our HP-35 is the other. It handles 22 functions,
" fixed-dec i maI
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 d'gitsin e
ammed
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerfu p
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
vou're
Both of these exceptional instruments are onidisp
on^y
all
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for y
means see and test them.

Amplifiers
Drum Sets
Electric Guitars and Basses

z*

calculators in the wood.

BOOK STORE
903

W E S T

Microphones
P.A. Systems
Pianos

H E W L E T T P A C K A R D advanced pocket-sized compute1"

^Niv;ERSITY

A spaghetti dinner will
be held tonight (Friday) at
the Newman House across
the street from the Cowell
Health Center at 7 p.m. The
cost for the meal is 50 cents.

LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack. This means: (1) youi
y
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your p
,
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see all interme
anytime.
• .
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scien*,f^. ^k®A"S'".
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason its *
P
erful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calcu
are three of many others:
.
.
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic,
, the
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operatio

, ^tmai

Chapel
News

SBourbon Streets
Liquors

This isyour key to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it

multiple operations on the same number.

Because of the formerly
high incidence of theft, the
store has now established a
prosecution
policy.
This
means that if a person is
caught stealing, a security
guard is called and the person
is arrested for shoplifting.
Fortunately, Markel says that
"To date, nobody has been
arrested. We have been
successful in dealing with the
problem
internally.
Our
interest is not in hurting
anyone, but merely in
protecting the welfare of the
store."
Legally, a person cannot
be arrested for shoplifting
until he has actually walked
out of the store with stolen
merchandise.
Therefore,
Markel explains, if a clerk
notices someone shoplifting,
he will quietly walk up to that
person, tell him to put the
merchandise back, and not to
return as a custpmer.
According to Markel,
UOP students are responsible
for one-half of the thefts.
The other half can be attri
buted
to
off-campus
individuals.
The ASUOP Discount
Record Store will hopefully be
able to keep its theft rate at the
present low level.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

STADIUM DRIVE/ 946-2329 /STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95204

BY THE DA Y, WEEK\
OR MONTH466-4388
2363 PACIFIC AVENUE
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j
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Pacific Fraternity Rush
Underway For Spring

The Pacifican
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Tuesday, March 19

Friday, March 15

Sunday, March 17

Lunch
Split Pea Soup
Patty Melt/Rye
Broccoli Chow Yuk
Spinach Souffle
Poultry Plate #7
Marble Top Dessert
Frt. Cocktail/Lime
Oatmeal Cookie

Lunch
Iced Melon Sliver
Scrambled Eggs
French
Toast/Strawberries
Whipped Cream
Bacon
Dinner
Tomato Juice Cocktail
Ritz Crackers
Roast Tom Turkey
Sage Dressing
Spincach
Italian Delight
Whipped Potatoes
Shrimp Salad
French Rolls
Cherry Cheesecake

Dinner
Battered Fish
Sausage St. Pepper
French Fries
Asparagus Spears
Holland-Request Sal
Fisherman's Wharf
Tapioca
Saturday, March 16

Citrus Sections
Fried Eggs
Cinnamon Apples
Sausage Links
Hash Browns
Cranberry Orange Bread

Thursday, March 21

Lunch
Beef-Rice Soup
Fun Food Sandwich
Hot Chix Salad
Brussel Sprouts
Meat Plate #5
Fruit Pudding Gel.
Cranberry/Apple Gel.
Brownies
Dinner
Dinner
Rt Pork/Applesauce
Chow Mein
Baked Turkey
Chix Almond Cass.
Amer. Fried Potatoes
Chinese Noodles
Spinach Elegante
Sweet/Sour Car
F.F. Apple Ring
Citrus Sections & Coconut
Orange-Date Salad
Dinner Rolls
Lunch
, Corn Chowder
Chix Salad - Almonds
on Wheatberry Bread
Baked Spaghetti
F.F. Cauliflower
Lumberjack Plate.
Orange/Mallow Mold

Wednesday, March 20

Dinner
Pork Cutlet
Halibut Fingers
March-Yam Cass.
Steamed Artichoke
Bran & Blueberry MuiTins
Jello Cubes/Topp.

Lunch
Vegetable Soup
French Dip Sand.
Macaroni & Cheese
Italian Gr. Beans
Dinner
Sole Bonne Font me
Swedish Meatballs
Whipped Potatoes
Asparagus Spears
Onion Cheese Bread
Cherry 1'it-

Lunch
Cr. of Asparagus
Taeos
Weiner Bean Pot
Whole Kernel Corn
Puerto Rican Rum Cookie
Dinner
London Broil
Scrambled Eggs
Buttered Rice
Zucchini PitSpring Garden Sal.
Genova Bread

Residence Assistant
Applications Due Soon

.
A.
I men, fraterni
f»»»-»• nrni
iritincJ
thpm tto
fl infnrw,
„i hous
viting them
informal
Interested
ty rush has started, and two meetings as well as to ho^
types of rush are being used functions
Tarbell said that the 0pen
this spring.
Omega Phi Alpha and Phi bid system allows the hater.
Kappa Tau are using the tradi nity to extend a members)!
tional Interfraternity Council bid at any time and "
(IFC) rush style including a someone is interested in th"
schedule of invitational house, we can delay (piedJ
parties, banquets and infor pinning until he decides t
mal activities. Sigma Alpha pledge."
Any man interested it
Epsilon and Alpha Kappa
Alpha
Kappa Lambda js
Lambda are using an open bid
encouraged
to come to din!
system, with a non-invita
tional, informal basis for ner. The final rush functionor
March 17 will be a softbal
parties and talks.
"Tradition, and the fact game and a kegger at Dad'i
Point from 12 noon to 5 p.m
that it works for us are the
Sigma
Alpha Epsilo
main reasons that we still use
members decided last fall tha
IFC rush," said John Rossi,
they were not being give
vice president of Omega Phi
enough opportunity under th
Alpha. "There are 60 mem
traditional IFC rush systemt
bers in our house now, and
meet prospective pledges o
everyone soon meets or knows
an informal basis. Now th
one or two of the rushees."
fraternity house is alway
Russ Leatherby, rush open to visitors and "refresl
chairman of Phi Kappa Tau,
ments" are served every Fr
explained that the IFC style
day afternoon.
for rushing "condenses the
Mark Rogo, a memberi
rush period to a shorter time Sigma Alpha Epsilon, saidh
(than the open bid system)
has found that the inform;
which lends itself to a strong atmosphere increases knov
rush by our house." He feels
ledge of the rushees and "wh;
that the IFC structure lends they're looking for in a frate
itself to meeting rushees.
nity."
Over 100 men signed up
All pledges' names willt
for the formal rush this spring, submitted for the four frate
and the "kickoff" open house nities by March 29. Interests
last Monday night was at men, have fun pledging!
tended by more than 70
rushees. Phi Kappa Tau has
scheduled a party tonight
(Friday) and a banquet on
Thousands of Topics
March 26. Omega Phi Alpha's
$2.75 per page
rush dinner is set for March 20
Send for your up-to-date, 160*
and the party will be on March
mail order catalog. Enclose ft OP
to cover postage (delivery time is
23.
1 to 2 days).
President of Alpha Kappa
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
Lambda Steve Tarbell claims
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITEM
that the open bid system has
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 9002
the members of his house
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
"going out and meeting
Our research material is aoM
research assistance onlyprospective rushees and in
•

Monday, March 18

Luncn

r Placement

I

March 19 Colgate-Palmolive
Company
March 22 U.S. Coast GuardOfficer candidates - All
majors
March 25 U.S. Navy - Officer
candidates - All majors
March 27 Longs Drug Stores
Inc. - Graduates with intern
hours not yet completed.
March 27
General
Adjustment
Bureau
International claims service
organization with 600 offices
throughout the United StatesAdjuster trainee - B.S., B.A. Business,
Insurance
and
Liberal Arts majors
Sign up at the Placement
Office.

Some of the duties of an
"For those who are
selected, the experience is R.A. are assigning rooms,
fantastic," commented Dean keys, linen, filling-out inven
Richard K. Williams on the tory sheets and work orders,
positions of dormitory resi and working at the front desk.
dent assistants (R.A.) and Those who work the switch
board are paid in addition to
advisors.
Application are now the room discount and free
available in the Student Per board.
"Candidates must be fullsonnel Office in Knoles Hall
and can be handed in as late as time students, able to demon
strate leadership abilities,
March 21. "
The job is a good one with and have a genuine interest in
untold benefits, Williams ex student life," Williams added.
plains. One would pay one-half
of what the room costs are and
board is free. The feedback
from the R.A.'s in past years
609 PORTER WAY
has been mostly positive and
many keep their positions for
TRY OUT
GOOD FOOD
two or three years, he said.
OUR MACHINES
Each year there are from
10 to 15 openings and about 100
PINBALLS
WITH AN ASUOP CARD:
applicants. Since the pro
BUY
ONE
PITCHER
AND
"PONG"
cedure is highly selective, all
GET ONE FREE!
candidates are interviewed by
HAPPY HOUR!
Dean Catherine P. Davis and
Williams. The meeting is run
HURRY OVER!
TUES AND FRI 5-7
like a discussion session so
20' DRAFT BEER
students are put at ease and
477-6563
can speak freely.

RED DOG JUNCTION

NEW
SPECIAL STUDENT

FREE BEER

ONE FREE PITCHER
WITH THIS COUPON
TUES-THURS N1TES
WITH THE ORDER OF
ONE LARGE PIZZA

AUTO INSURANCE

AT

PROGRAM

dinos
7555 Pacific Ave.
Stockton

RESEARCH

TUITION INCREASE??
YOU CAN HELP PREVENT IT!!!
WE WANT YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN
"PACIFIC PROMOTERS"
A student program to "promote" the
University of the Pacific with prospects
students and to encourage them to enio
at UOP next fall.
6 Any

1035 West Robinhood Drive - Suite 2C
Stockton, Calif.

Further information: CALL - Student Personnel Office 946"2

Yes, I'll be a PACIFIC PROMOTER.
Name
Phone.
Stockton Address
UOP School or college enrolled in ..,
Home Address
-County of Residence.

478-2450

For rmore information check in the ASUOP Office.

UOP student can be a "Pacific Promoter

*Pacific Promoters will visit prospective studentsin
their home area during Spring Vacation, April 7- •

DUTCHER INSURANCE
\

1974

High School Attended
,

Return to STUDENT PERSONNEL OFFICE, Kn«US
Hall, 1st Floor by March 22.

The Pacifican
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^ Sreen-streakiri timeI
We're not a big,
impersonal chain store
operation. We're young,
aggressive, and very flexible. And
all our components are factory fresh ...
no out of date merchandise that has been
dusted off and brought out of hiding for
"Grand Opening" Sales. You can bet your
last shamrock we won't be under sold.
Compare ... you'll find that UNITED'S
not the only place to buy stereo ...
just the best!

The naked truth
is that you'll find the
lowest prices, highest
quality, a written 5 year
warranty, liberal trade-in, complete
service department and the best names
in stereo and hi-fi components at
UNITED STEREO. You'll save lots of
the 'old-green' if you visit us first.

Save $147
on Kenwood!

Compare...
save

$100

over
their"
price!
The perfect "stereo-starter" I »/ .
^
system. It consists of a very good
PIONEER SX 424 AM/FM receiver
with 24 watts (RMS) of power and all the flexibility you need
for a complete music control center. Then we add the everpopular GARRARD 40-B ... a real champ at record handling.
Comes complete with base and a very good ADC 220X car
tridge. A pair of little speakers with the big sound, MACH 1's
complete the package. Good highs, surprising lows - all the
good sound an average room can handle. And the whole sys
tem, PIONEER, GARRARD and MACH are yours for only
$199.!
m
includes United Stereo's five-year warranty.
Price

M !
• M

SAVE $130.80

m

TX-/-/

To purchase these components separately, you
would
PIONEER SX 424
1199.95
GARRARD 40-B with base and
a ADC 220X cartridge
49.95
MACH 1 (Pr.)
29.90
TOTAL
1329.80

•

a:

wi

KENWOOD quality at a budget price. The KENWOOD
KR-2300 is a very precise AM/FM stereo receiver with remark
ably crisp, clean reception. Provisions for 2 sets of speakers
tape and phones ... and all the controls you'll ever need for a
complete music system. They belong together.. . the BSR310 AXE record changer with an already installed SHURE M-75
cartridge. Safety and dependability are guaranteed. Comes
complete with an eye-pleasing walnut base.
The big 2-way MACH 3 speakers
complete this fine system. 10"
woofers and 3%" tweeters project all the big rocking sound
^ei»cl"d'»uni«dst,reo'. five-yea, warramy.
'
To purchatetheaecomponents eeparately, you
found in much more expenwould Pay:
A
.
„
KENWCX3D KR 2300
,199 9S
sive units. A real 'best-buy"
BSR3IO AXEW„HBA„
from UNITED.
and a SHURE-cartridge....
gg QQ
3

3

MACH 3 (Pr.)

159.90

TOTAL

Reg.
$189

The new
WOLLENSAK 8050A
8 track ccrt-^cs recorder is one of the neatest looking units we've
ever seen. And the beauty is more than skin deep. It Play®
through any sound system, records from any soun source.
e
quality is unmistakable and features such as automa ic o
,
auto eject system, automatic recording level contro , ua
meters that light up, headphone monitoring, an rac
cator lights, make this a very desirable addition to any
system.

$129

Store Hours:
Mon-Fri9-9,
Sat 10-6,
Sun 19-6

$446.65

Small... but good!
Here's the easy way to add
cassette listening to your system.
The BSR TD8S-a compact, 8
track cassette player with lots of
features that you wouldn't ex
pect for its very modest price.

$28

MORE MUSIC FOR YOUR MONEY!'

United
UNITED TheWay
STEREO

6239 Pacific Avenue 478*3800

5 year warranty in writing.
60 day exchange privileges.
1 year speaker trial.
Liberal trade-in policy.

March 15, 1974
The Pacifican
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Swimmers Breeze Te Title

(Long Beach)
High
lighted by five school and one
conference records, the UOP
swimmers demolished
the
rest of the league, in blazing to
their second straight PCAA
title in record-breaking
fashion.
The 630 points amassed by
the 18-man crew was the most
ever scored in a PCAA meet
and the margin of victory over
the second-place team oi 260
was also tops.
Pacific was victorious in
12 events, including all three
relays. Senior Bob Love won
the 200-yard
and 400-yard
individual medleys and was
voted "Swimmer of the
meet." Both efforts were
school records, which quali
fied him for the NCAA meet.
Craig Scwartz, fresh
man, also won twice, and set a
PCAA record in the process.
That came in the 100-year
backstroke in which he re
corded a time of 52.8 seconds,
clipping nearly a full second
off of the old mark. Schwartz
also won the 200 -yard back, an
event in which he presently
holds the school mark.
Schwartz's performance
was impressive, especially
because he didn't peak for the
meet. His peaking will be done
in preparation for the NCAA
meet to be held at the end ol

"

the month.
All-Americans
Rick
Reeder and Joe Dietrich had a
fine meet, but for swimmers
of their caliber,
it was
considered at best, mediocre.
Both are peaking also for
the nationals, so they were not
in top physical shape at the
time. Reeder, who usually
does not perform well at the
conference meet won the 200yard freestyle and placed
third in the 100-yard free.
Dietrich also picked up a win.
in the 50-yard free, and placed
fourth in the 100-yard free.
it was both a good meet
and bad meet for freshman
Gordy Smith. It was good
because he won the 200 -yard
breastslroke, hut it was bad
because his time of 2:13.4 was
only four-tenths of a second
off of the time needed for going
to the nationals. Smith will gel
a time trial this week, and if
his time is good enough, he
will be entered in the event.
However, he is going as a
member of the medley relay
team.
All in all, nine swimmers

have qualified lor the
nationals, but only eight aie
going. Dave Kenyon. who
qualified by winning the 1650yard freestyle at the eonleience meet, will not be able to
attend the nationals because
of academic pressures.
Coach Bill Rose was
understandably pleased with
the results, and although he
was confident ol
victory
before the meet, the margin of
victory was a surprise.
"It didn't surprise me that
we won, he said. But. it did
surprise me that we won by so
much. It was a very lilting
way to close-out my college
coaching career.
Rose is leaving LOP to
lake over the duties at DeAnza
College. (See opposite story on
page 9) He only hopes that
Pacific will realize that swim
ming is on the move here, and
it can't slack
off. "More
scholarships are needed, he
stressed,"to keep UOP 011 the
level that they should
progress to in the near
future."
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April competition slated
Pictured above are some of the members of the UOP crew team working
out in the Stockton river. The squad will be entering its first competition
next month. Coached by Tom McGurk, the crewmen are mostly first
year competitors, just learning the skills involved in the strenuous
sport.

Oarsmen Ready For Opener
Et vous pret? Parte!
This is the international
start command for crew
races. As Pacific's two-yearold crew club approaches this
racing season, many eager
oarsmen await this grand
command to their spirit of
competition. Few sports re
quire so much strength,
endurance, and skill as
competitive rowing. None
give the rewards.

start in April.
Until this year, the team,
due to financial difficulty, had
existed as a loosely knit
organization that recruited its
members by word-of-mouth.
Hopefully, with the revenues
drawn by contributions and by
the current ski raffle, the team
will become much more
established.

The final day to purchase
raffle tickets is Monday,
Under the coaching of March 18. Information re
Tom McGurk, the UOP team garding the club or the raffle
has great potential for the can be obtained by contacting
future. McGurk has rowed at the Anderson Y at 466-1496.
Santa Clara for four years and
later became coach there.
This year's team is mostly
composed of first-year men
and McGurk will be whipping
them into shape in the next few
weeks for the races which
* • • • • • • * * * * • • * • * * * • * • * * * * * * * * **4
*
FREE MOVIE: "ATHLETES IN ACTION"
* A movie of professional men and women in sports
* who share what Christ has done in their lives. 1 his
* will be shown in the chapel of the First Baptist
* Church at Eldorado and Euclid on sunday, March 1 /
*
at 6 pm.
•*••****•*****••*•**••*•******

UOP:
JOB PROSPECTING
The Navy recruiting team will be on campus March'
25th at the End Zone from 9:00 A.M. - 3: 00 P.M.
See the Navy Officer Recruiters about job
opportunities the Navy can offer you. Also ask about
our scholarships and reserve officer candidate
programs.
We can offer you a job of a future with a true challenge
and unlimited opportunities for advancement and
personal growth. We hope to see you.

Fly thecoop
with PSA,

the unofficial PS state bird*
Over 200 Grinningbird flights every day connecting North
ern and Southern California. Give your campus rep or
PSA a bird whistle. PSAtiveSVOai a IHfc

Viarch 15. 19
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Golfers
Coach Rose Leaves
Swing Into With Mixed Emotions
Fast Action
The L OP golf team made
its best showing in a tourna
ment this season by placing
second in the annual Chico "TOff Tourney last Friday.
The 36-hole event was
played in one day because of
tains that hit the area on
Thursday, cancelling play.
Twelve teams competed on
the Bidwell Park and Butte
Creek courses.
Favored Chico won the
event and Pacific, led by Rich
Allen, finished as the runnerStrenuous stretch
up.
Tiger first baseman Hill Hinder stretches for the throw in a recent UGH
Tiger coach Glen Albaugh
baseball contest. The Tigers are currently riding high on a six-game
winning streak, climaxed by it double victory last weekend against termed the conditions "very
Humboldt State. In the second game of that twin bill Scott Boras tough" as the players had to
battle near-freezing tempera
slammed a single, double, triple and a homerun for the Tigers.
tures in the morning and
heavy winds in the afternoon.
Chico's Bill Speer was the
tourney medalist, Bring a 147
(75-72), while Allen finished
two strokes . back. Speer's
teammate, Glenn Hufl'taker,
The glistening success of their respective games. Pruitt managed third place with a
the Tiger baseball squad is threw a three-hitter, walking score of 150.
Other Pacific scores in
shining brighter due to a cur two, and whiffing 12, while in
rent six-game winning streak. the second game Word dupli cluded Mitch Meyers with a
No one fact attests greater to cated with a three-hitter 153. Scott Clark 155. Bary Ruhl
the team's championship walking two and striking out 158, Hank Zastros 161 and Jeff
potential than the present nine.Both Tiger hurlers im Metzger 167.
Today
(Friday)
the
team batting average of .282.
proved their records two wins
Tigers
host
Cal
Berkeley
at
Pacific soundly beat St. and one loss.
the
Woodbridge
Country
Club,
Mary's last Friday, 7-4 with
The first game ended with
Rod Bovee, the consistent the Tiger batters getting nine in Lodi. Zastrow, Cal's Don
Compton and Ken Lloyd are
pitching ace, drawing his hits. Both Dave Boer and Ron
all from Lodi, and will be
second win with no losses. He Zakoor went two for four with
playing at their home course.
was relieved
by
Bruce Zakoor knocking in two RBf's.
In two weeks, March 28
DAmbra. Coach Tom Stubbs Both Boras and Ringer went
and 29, Pacific will host its an
feels that since Bovee's wrist two for three.
nual UOP Invitational at Dry
injury, "He has not been quite
The second match of the Creek golf course. Ten teams
as sharp as last year, but he's double-header saw Pacific are expected to compete
improving steadily."
doing plenty of base running including San Jose State and
The first inning against St. and sweating for the first four possibly Stanford.
Marys
proved
prolific innings. When in the iifth
scoring-wise as Dave Boer frame, the Tigers expanded on
hitting .444 singled, followed their 1-0 lead, by sending four
Chris Equinoa,
who men across homeplate,
Jjnlked. Boras singled scoring proving to be the winning
®oer, then Franz Viarello did margin.
ikewise to score Equinoa. Bill
With one away Dave
Ringer's sacrifice fly allowed Abdalla walked and was re
oras to score while Viarello
placed by a " pinch-runner,
stole second. He later scored Tom Sperry. Sperry obliged
cuit, managing a single,
® a base hit by Kaiser by stealing second, and he re
double, triple and home run.
Paging the inning's total to mained there until Dave Boer
The two wins brought the
tour runs.
reached lirst on an infield
team record to seven wins,
Only two of St. Mary's single. On a daring double two losses, and marking a six°Ur runs were earned as steal, both runners advanced. game win streak. The Tigers
McDonald then singled to
°vee walked seven and
face a grueling week with lour
f^ck out eight. The hitters score both the speedsters, and games in five days, one of
e'c' up their end of the bat
Boras came to the plate and
which is againstUCDavis, the
with five Tigers getting two crashed a 350-foot homer. defending PCAA champions.
Boras went the complete cii •s each.
The following day UOP
j'Wept, a double-header from
"umboldt State, with both
We have now expanded our facilities into
sanies ending in a 5-0 margin.
e games were a showcase
Datsun, Toyota and small domestic cars.
the Tiger pitching staff as
DATSUN TOYOTA
VOLKSWAGEN
rry Pruitt and Russ Word
COMPLETE
REPAIRS & PARTS
eemed to be trying to match
COMPLETE REPAIRS & PARTS
USED
CARS
lr chucking statistics
. USED CARS BODY SHOP

Pitchers Pace Tigers As
Win Streak Continues

Northside Independent Repair

NORTHSIDE
INDEPENDENT REPAIR
JACK FR1IMAN

3339 N. WEST IN.

STOCKTON

MASTER CHARGE [948.6220
BANKAMERICARD
——

NORTHSIDE
INDEPENDENT REPAIR
JACK FKIIMAN

3939 N. WEST LN.

By MARK SHEA

PRELAW STUDENTS
Register now lor April or .Inly LSAT Review Course
to Maximize Your LSAT score.

Instruct ion exclusively in exam-taking techniques used
successfully by California Pre-LawStifdeuls.
Taught in Berkeiy by practicing lawyers.
Course for July 27 LSAT starts July 10.
Course lor April 20 LSAT starts April 3. Cost $85.
For complete information call today (415) 254-7045 or
write P.O. Box 54, Orinda. Calif. 94563

V

BODY SHOP

MASTER CHARGE [466-9372|
1
BANKAMERICARD 17

When my grandfather wanted to prove to me that Jack
Dempsey was the greatest fighter of all time he would refer
to the sportsman's Bible, the record book. "Marc," he'd say,
"look here. Dempsy won more fights than anyone. He could
lick any man any time. He was the greatest. Well, I
remember..."
And though there have been other great fightersit was ob
vious that in his day Jack Dempsey was the man, the record
books proved it.
Pacific has a team that for the last six years has been set
ting and resetting records. Much of the credit can go to the
man departing as head swimming coach. Bill Rose.
During his six year tenure as UOP coach, Rose's teams
have gone 59-10 in dual meets. In that time the the school's
swimming record book has been rewritten from the 50-yd.
lreestyle to the 800-yd. relay. Every single record has been
broken.
Last year our swimming team took the PCAA crown for
the lirst time. The Tigers also finished 18th in the nation. Rose
expects this trend to continue, as he said, "This year's swim
team is perhaps the finest Pacific has ever had."
It may well be, being blessed with the likes of three-time
All-Americans Rick Reeder and Randy Snider, two-time AllAmerican Joe Dietrich, and once All-American Rick
Hendricks.
The inspirational Rose is transferring to the De Anza
Swim Club where he will take over coaching the senior and
national level programs. "It is a fine professional oppor
tunity," he said.
Questioned further on his leaving Pacific Rose modestly
said, "In terms of achievement,IfeelIhave done all lean at
Pacific. The number of scholarships available to the swim7
ming program is limited and this in turn limits the program. I*
can no longer accept this situation."
The members of the Tiger swim team will miss Coach
Rose, and Rose will miss them. "I will leave UOP with mixed
emotions. It's sort of like leaving your family. I've really
developed a camaraderie with my swimmers." As I sat in
Rose's office a member of the team would occasionally stop
by to say a few words with him.
The exchanges were light and good humored, expressing
the warmth and respect the men felt towards each other.
Greatness requires dedication and enthusiasm forwhatone is
doing. Rose and his swim teams exemplify both these
qualities. This why they are champions, this is why they have
been Pacific's greatest. The record books prove it.

STOCKTON

Purse-Size Vigilant Alarm Is The Answer
Muggers, rapists and worse are not what you went to
college for. We know it and the Vigilant Alarm knows it.
This amazing device, small enough for your purse, is set *
off by your touch (or his) and produces an ear shattering
noise you can stake your reputation on ... . and still
keep it. Just two penlight batteries are all it takes to get
it started and keep him stopped. No wires to connect.
Comes in a complete kit for use on doors, windows and
purse. With super simple instruction.
SUPPLY LIMITED . . . MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
I enclose $5.00 for each Vigilant Alarm.
I understand that if I am not totally
satisfied, I will receive a complete refund
if returned within 10 days.

Family Jewels Ltd.
3431 West Villard Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209
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EueU Gibbons
Giveaway

Yes,
friends,
it's
another in a series of inane
contests.
.
f
We are searching lor
the best in humor—that's
right, Euell Gibbons jokes.
Submit yours to the Pa
cifican, marked "Atten
tion Ellen Powell." Dead
line is Monday, April B ool s
Day.
In our April 5 issue we
will print the 10 best jokes
and announce the winner ol
the first prize which is an
empty box of Grape Nuts
(many parts of it are
^diblej^._____

Calaveras Calendar
Tonight (Friday)

6:30 and 9 p.m. Lady Sings the Blues. Anderson Y movie.
8 p.m. And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little. De Marcus Brown
Theatre—Rotunda.
8 p.m. The Me Nobody Knows, a rock musical. Edison High School.
8 p.m. Yes at Winterland.
8:15 p.m. The Gypsy Baron, an opera. Conservatory.
8:30 p.m. Nig it Watch, a mystery. Stockton Civic Theatre.

Tomorrow (Saturday)

6: 30 and 9 p.m. Lady Sings the Blues. Anderson V movie.
8 p.m. And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little. De Marcus Brown
Theatre—Rotunda.
8 p.m. Yes at Winterland.
8:15 p.m. The Gypsy Baron, an opera. Conservatory.
8:30 p.m. Night Watch, a mystery. Stockton Civic Theatre.
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. ASlJOl' Surf City Dance with Papa du run da run.
Raymond Great Hall.

j* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

•CALL 478-2939 a n d *
• w i s h Vieki a H A P P \ ^
*
BIRTHDAY!
*

Sunday, March 17

6:30 and 9 p.m. Lady Sings the Blues. Anderson Y movie.
7 p.m. Kerry Leyden-, Organ. Senior Recital.
8 p.m. Yes at Sacramento Memorial Auditorium.
8:15 p.m. Patricia Johnson, Piano. Sophomore Recital.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

rffodtes-

Tuesday, March 19

7:30 p.m. ASUOP Forum Speaker Eugene Rostow. Raymond Great
Hall.
8:15 p.m. Martha Sparkes, Piano. Junior Recital.

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

Wednesday, March 20

8:15 p.m. Virginia Books. Contralto. Senior Recital. Laurene Taira,
Piano.

Thursday, March 21

|Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

7 p.m. Spring Rally for Jesus. Raymond Great Hall.
8 p.m. Night Watch, a mystery. Stockton Civic Theatre.
8:15 p.m. Mark Medin, Flute and Mark Hollingsworth, Clarinet.
Sophomore Recital.

BRIDAL REGISTRY

" 3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

OPEN MONDAY EV^ty|tyg^

To be honored on television special
James tagney, a long time Hollywood film star, will be honored by the
American Film Institute Monday night on CBS television. Cagney
retired from show business 13 years ago. In 19-12, he won an Academy
Award for Best Actor in "Yankee Doodle Dandy." Cagney is perhaps
best know n for the tough guy roles he portrayed in several Hollywood
productions.

James Cagney-Return
Of A Public Enemy
By LUIS REYES

Quality Music Reproductions'*

/ / i

;U I

;|

b

n

Since 1954

We sell and service the following

Famous Name Brands
ADVENT
The Advent 201 stereo cassette deck of
fers a better balance of performance
features and proven reliability than any
other cassette deck that we know of—
real value for
285 °°

Not interested in recording your own
tapes? Here is the highest quality
stereo cassette player available. All of
the quality of the legendary 201 without
the recording section.
With built-in dolby...

132 0 0

f. ^

With his famous forward
stagger, clenched fists, and
the expression, "You Dirty
Rats!," James Cagney has
long
been
a
Hollywood
favorite.
The American Film Insti
tute will honor Cagney for his
contribution
to the film
industry on Monday March 18,
when he will be the subject of a
90-minute TV special on CBS.
Cagney's portrayals of
tough guys and gangsters
made him a favorite with film
audiences with such pictures
as "Roaring Twenties"
"Angels with Dirty Faces"
and in Raoul Walsh's forceful
"White Heat"
in
which
Cagney portrayed a psycopathic gangster whose time
had come to an end.
Cagney, now a recluse, is
75 years old and has been
retired from films for 13
years. "When I
retired I
meant it, he said in a recent
interview with reporters at the
American
Film
Institute
Headquarters
in
Beverly

The Biggest Bargain
in high fidelity—
The Advent Loudspeakers

FRIDAY.*

Oiled Walnut 125 0 0

MARCH 15

Utility Finish 1 05 °°
The Smaller Advent 74 5 0

BankAmericard—Master Charge—Bank Financing available

"IN MARENGO CENTER"
DAILY

10 to 6

Next door to the new
UNITED SPORTING GOODS STORE

6130 Pacific Ave

Hills. "Each person makeshis
own choice. I never wanted the
hoopla. Even in the old days
my wife and I were the first to
leave the party.
When asked why he left
the movies Cagney said, "I lost
interest." Would he return for
the right role? "No!
did I
say that fast enough?"
j
James Cagney proved his
versatility by winning th e
Academy Award for Best
Actor in 1942 for his singing
and dancing role as GeorgeM.
Cohan in "Yankee Doodle
Dandy."
He
continued
working through the '50s in.
such films as "Mr. Roberts,.
"Man of A Thousand Faces
and his last "One,
Two, I
Three" in 1961.
Cagney's appeal to young
film audiences today is in h'®
characterizations of the toug
little guy. With all the odds
against him, he makes it j>n
his own. He openly defies t e
system, but uses it to his own
advantage.
Speaking of movies too j
Cagney said, " T o d a y they r
doing everything we did— an
they've improved on it-

477-0082

THURS.
NITES
'TIL 9

FDOXTTAMEs
LIVE KUSIO

—AHPFtsnuufli,

SancHtyOf Womanhood And"
Family Raped By Miss Reardon

w"
By JAMES
J A VIES KELLY
The entanglement of three
sisters
who
bastardize
womanhood and the sanctity
of the family is played with
honesty and intensity in Paul
Zindel's "And Miss Reardon
Drinks
A
Little" which
opened this past weekend at
UOP's
DeMarcus
Brown
Theatre. The show is directed
by Dr. Sy Kahn and with the
exception of a few minor flaws
has a professionalism that is
seldom seen on «ie college
stage.
The three Reardon sisters
present a menage of person
alities and motivations, all
excellently portrayed and de
fined.
Kathryn Rainey plays the
central character, Catherine
Reardon. an assistant high
school principal. Miss Rear
don has reacted harshly
and bitterly to her life, but
beneath her crass exterior is
At DeMarcus Brown Theatre tonight
an extremely sad woman,
void of hope. Rainey is no less
.*?a " .!V:,!fe (left) and P,'ggv
portray Anna and Ceil Keiirdon
than outstanding in the role.
And Miss Reardon Drinks A Liule," ai play
being presente
play currently
i
Her believability and natural
at UOP's DeMarcus Brown Theatre.
portrayal of emotion makes
Bob is a vitally important in the De Marcus' Brown
for an all-around beautiful
character in the piece, for he Theatre. See a stimulating
performance.
Catherine's sisters Anna offers the one masculine and
exciting
evening's
Although
at entertainment.
and Ceil are played with equal influence.
moments he appears to be
polish by Jen Wolfe and Peg
gy Hummes. Wolfe is re little less than an ass, he sin
markable as the complex cerely attempts to offer assis
Tryouts for a musical
Anna who has been recently tance to a situation that he
version
of "The Hobbit"
accused of molesting one of • cannot understand. Douglas
will be held Monday, March
Brennen
brings
to
the
role
her male students and who is
18 at 7 p.m. at the Rotunda.
seemingly losing her mind. masculinity, subtly, and a fine
Approximately 20 parts
Most impressive is Wolfe's sense of comedy to compose a
for both men and women
Bob
Stein,
par-excellence.
ability
to • convincingly
will be cast. Those audi
"And Miss Reardon
portray Anna's rapid tran
tioning should prepare one
sitions from one emotion to Drinks A Little" plays tonight
song and one. nursery
and tomorrow (March 15 and
another.
rhyme with vocal interpreHummes
dynamically 16) and next weekend at 8 p.m.
, tation and movement.
creates the powerful Ceil, who
MAT SAT.SCN.THI/RS.
has married the only man who
Thurs. Dollar Bonus Mat.
** STO'KTO\
ever liked her sister, Cath
extended to Thurs. N'jght
S21 VOKUT AVE. 477erine.' Ceil has broken from
for I'OP Studcits and Faculty
the binding ties of the family to
Nominated for 3 Academy Awards
rise to superintendent of the
school district.

Tryouts

O SHERWOOD

The family dinner in
Katherines and Anna's apart
ment is interrupted by a visit
from Fleur Stein, an acting
guidance counselor from the
school, and her husband Bob.;
Laurie Gillespie is the perfect
'mage for Fleur, a neurotic,
|
|
'oser of a socialite.

A STORY FOR EVERY ONE
WHO THINKS THEY CAN NEVER
FALL IN LOVE AGAIN.

Cinderella Liberty
COLOR BY DELUXf V PANAVISION*
in color at? 7:15 and 9:30
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witness
The cold cereal industry conglomerate is in the midst of
the planning of a major cold cereal shortage to be announced
later this year, or so say my sources in Battle Creek, Mich.
The goals of the plan are to increase the relatively
untapped power of the conglomerate and to con the American
people into paying more money for cheaper products.
The major steps of the plan are as follows:
1. Collusion with government officials high in the Nixon
administration. These officials will convince the president
that a shortage exists.
2. Nationwide publicity in the form of lull-page adver
tisements in large newspapers and short spots on television
networks to "break the news" of the crisis to the public.
3. The unstocking of shelves in the cereal section of all
markets.
4. The establishment of a "breakfast czar" who will deal
with the conglomerate, and suggest legislation favorable to
the cold cereal industry.
The target of the conglomerate's plan is obviously the
president. Without his cooperation, many of the crucial steps
in the plan will be impossible to pull off. The conglomerate
realizes that it wjll not have enough support in the House, a
fact which makes the presidential veto all-important in case
of anti-cold cereal legislation.
It has also been reported that the cold cereal conglom
erate will hire agents, disguised as children and ordinary
housewives, to create lines near the cereal counter in allmarkets. It is believed • by the conglomerate that if an
American sees a line, lie will immediately get in it.
Special emphasis will be placed on pinching off the
"Cocoa Crispies" and "Fruit Loops" markets, in an effort to
arouse the anger of 3 to 9-yearold children, thus creating an
atmosphere of need and shortage in 70 per cent of American
households.
The benefits of the shortage to the cold cereal industry
are numerous. The financial gains, involved in the rapid
boosting of prices and the lifting of costly box-top and give
away coupon programs from the backside of cartons, are
theoretically quite real.
This plan, if successful, could transform the habits of the
American breakfast eater.
By BRIAN WILLIAMS

Roar once
again with
the original
movie cast...
1950'» TV
AT ITS
FUNNIEST

ELLIOTT GOULD
color at 7:30 and 10:55

AND

CHARLES BRONSON in

"THE MECHANIC"
in color at 9:15

Donald

MASI
»T<n carun —

YOUft/HOUIOf/HOUI/" •
1

"SO CA£SAR/MOGFNP r-or^/CAR. pc**R/HOWARDMUrtWS
2 MMMMMSMMMMM9

Europe Charter Flights

349.

Round $
Trip

OPEN
EVENT
NITE MS
"BUSTING"

Elliott

Gould ^^Sutherland.

Fit. 1 — Lv. June 14 - Sept. 6
Fit. 2 — Lv. June 19 - July 30
Fit. 3 — Lv. June 21 - Aug. 24

Oakland to
Brussels

9 Additional
Flights Available

Also Available - Student I.D. Cards, Student Rail Pass
and Eurail Pass
Flights are open to students, faculty, staff employees, and immediate family.
The fares are based on pro-rata share - special consideration for groups.

For Free Information - Flight Schedules & Reservations
CALL

(415) 392-8512
dPEN
FRI.-SAT.
SUN. 6:45
—PG—
WESTERN ACTION

OR WRITE:
CHARTER FLIGHTS INTERNATIONAL
995 MARKET STREET - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIIFORNIA 94103
Please mail me your Flight Schedule.

RICHARD HARRIS ROD TAYLOR

"THE DEADLY TRACKERS"

Name

in color at 9:35

AND ••
GEORGE C. SCOTT in

-L'RAGE"
in color at 7:40 and 11:20

Street_
City
Name of School

Zip

Phone

March 15, 1974
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5 5 Aspect
56 Endings for young
and old
57 Pertaining t o a
crown
58 Blackboard
essentials
59 Became temperate
61 "The Road to
"
6 2 Sucrose
66 Indian sect or
lisper's trousers
67 Ifs partners
68 Arabic letter
70 Moslem supernatural
being
71 Scorn
7 3 Cries
74 Hurl
76 Delays
78
Morgana
8 0 Sulk (colloq.)
81 Black: Fr.
8 2 Makeup man
8 6 Celeste
87 Miss Hayworth
8 8 Layers
89 Instructs
9 0 Begin again
91 He mourns: S p .
92 "
Back to Old
Virginny"
94 Newspaper items
9 5 Plentifully supplied
9 6 Value
9 8 Polynesian loincloth
99 Jail
100 Most peculiar
102 New stars
103 S p o r t s o r g a n i z a t i o n
104 Cribbage term (pi.)
107 Temporary dwelling
108 Suffix: of the kind of
109 Cocaine source
110 Have, old style
112 Highest point
115 S a m o a n w a r r i o r
116 Philippine tree
117 Poetic term

DOWN

1 Miss Jackson

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mrs. Peel, e.g.
Decay
Grass genus
Too- m u c h , in music
Workshop items
Be ill
Feign
Ed Norton s work
place
10 Electrical unit
1 1 Turkish title
12 Oil filter b r a n d

1 3 Bandleader's
direction
14
15
16
17
18

Same here

Stool-pigeons

Chemical suffix
Mosque's tower

19
20
22
23
25

Angular d i s t a n c e
in a s t r o n o m y

Razor sharpeners
Unite
Skating floors
High regard
Suffix: one who
does
31 Perfume, var.
3 3 Fruitless
35 Put me to the test
37 Speakers
39 Malicious mail
40 Chills and fever
41 Calamities
42
boy
44 Auto racing great
45 "Pride and Preju
dice" girls, e.g.
46 Know the
48 Loki's son
49 Functionless
activities
50 S.tainers
51 Heated argument
52 Card game
5 3 Judge

©Ldward Julius, 1974

ACROSS
1 French Revolutionary
leader
6 Enervates
1 0 Blow gently
1 4 Stage play
19 Ability to say and do
the right thing
21 Distribute land
equally
2 4 BEGINNING OF
OGDEN NASH
POEM
26 Was a candidate
27 Church projection
28 Wills
29 Sum total (abbr.)
30 Miss Korbut
32 Sexual deviate
34 Boxing term
3 5 Faithful
36 Poet
Aretino
38
souci
39 Home of the dead
42 Shakespeare called
it "Candy"
4 3 Miss Bernhardt
Marian
44
45 Dickens character
"
46 "Doctor
(Crosby musical)

Puzzle Contest

Targum CW74-

Fame
Andronicus
Consign t o death
Victor
Soviet News Agency
Jack Nicholson
movie
60 Gives refuge
62 Dromedary
6 3 Advise
64 Spanish gold
65 Clothed
66 Those whom others
emulate
68 Semite
69
out (parachutes)
70 Child film star
71 Tight, said of money
72 Italian wine city
73 Class of flavor
experts
74 Minter
75 Postman's beat
(abbr.)
76 Cravings
77 British guns
78 Loud blast of
trumpets
79 Sale seekers
82 Ship part
8 3 Dangerous drug
84 Leslie Caron movie
8 5 Attenders

47
49
50
51
54
55

86
88
91
92
93

Mad
Walks pompously
Dens
Hip joint
Tiny unit of
measure (pi.)
9 7 Abounds with
9 8 Catherine and Sir
Thomas
99 Leg part

This is the first annual Pacifican crossword puzzle
contest!!! The first person or living group that submits to the
Pacifican office the correctly completed crossword w ill win a
year's subscription to National Lampoon, coverage in the
Pacifican and a tour of the Pacifican olfice.
Is the weekly crossword puzzle the best part ol the the
Pacifican? A good response to this contest will guarantee a
puzzle in every issue!
Pacifican staff members and their immediate families
are not eligible to participate.
•

100

one's
(alert)
101 Grate
102 Continent (abbr.)
103 Silent screen star
Mabel
105 Mountain range
106 Function
107
the sky
(infinitive form)
111 Musical finale
113 Diminutive suffix
114 MIDDLE OF
OGDEN NASH
POEM
118 Science of flying
119 Raised decorations
120 Frame of mind
121 END OF OGDEN
NASH POEM
122 Bring up
123 Succinct

SMOKING (cont. from l )
mitted in restmoms, lobbies
and ante rooms that are
physically separated from the
general spectator area.
Private functions, such as
those
requiring
an
ASUOP card for admittance,
will not be affected by the
ordinance, according to the
city attorney's office. The
smoking ban will include
UOP activities when the pub
lic is invited to attend.
The prohibition includes
pipes and cigars, as well as
cigarettes.
The smoking issue was the
center of city council debate
during several meetings.
Councilman Daniel O'Brien,

needles and pins
Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.
V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments*
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
AUTO REPAIR: reasonable
rates, experienced on domestic
and foreign cars. Can handle
most jobs. Call Don at 464-3944.
JOBS ON SHIPS! No expert
ence required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept. 13-B P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washing
ton 98362.
Spanish Typewriters: Swiss
Hermes 3000 portable type
writers w/ Span-Amer. key
boards at no extra charge.
Rental or purchase plan. Con
tact San Joaquin
Bus.
Machines, 130 N. California,
465-5881.
Typing: Done in my home ?
Flexible hours. Call 368-5515 in
Lodi.

Lost: All white female german
shepherd.
Montana
tags.
$reward. Call 948-5750.
TYPING: Custom typing done
in my home. Stencils, term
papers, resumes, manu
scripts. business letters, etc..
Call 477-1760.
i'voing: Experienced Typist
desires work on term papers,
etc Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays.
Tutoring in German for
Doctoral students or others.
Call 477-4197 after 4.
For Sale: Complete darkroom
set. $80. Call 462-6343.
PRIMAL BASED THERAPY
as described in Janov's Pri
mal Scream. Reasonable fees:
trained
therapists.
1 he
Berkeley Center. 1925 Walnut.
Street. Berkeley. California
94704. Phone: (415) 548-3543.
Notice: Students who feel the
need to gain self-control over
behavior. A group is starting
which may help you. Contact
Terry Spencer, Eves. 477-7275.

Lost: In vicinity of WPC, a
silver
Cross
pen
with
Katherine
and
8/4/73/
inscription. Sentimental value
Call 477-7072 or return to 640
W. Stadium #9.
Lost: A thin black briefcase well used. Contains class notes
and a textbook. Please return
to the lost-and-found.
For Sale:
1972 Norton
Commando. 750 cc Stardust
blue, great condition. $1,000.
Call 948-5750.
For Sale: Pioneer SR 202W
Reverberation
Amplifier.
MUST SELL. 1 yr. old. XLENT condition. CALL SKIP
465-6984.
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at one point, commented that
a ban on smoking was one ol
the first things Hitler
attempted to do as he rose to
power. Councilman Manuel
Silveria once referred to the
ban as dictatorial and gestapo-like.
After an exchange ol
words with the initiator of the
ordinance to prevent White
from talking at council
meetings.
Councilman Charles Bott
then suggested that this ban on
talking to broadened be
include Silveria as well. He
exclaimed, "You'd get seven
out of nine (councilmen) for
that."
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ScpvUtU'd Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELItATESSm
Party Supplies • Groceries Keg | Beer - Free Delivery

-

4*8-3275

Sm:|AL

DISCOUNT KOIC
SOKOK1TY & KKATKKNITY
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For Sale: Plymouth Fury III.
1968: low mileage, excellent,
condition. Call 464-3507.
For Sale: 1971 Kawasaki 500. ,
New engine, tires, and paint.
$500. Call 951-1231
For Sale: 1958 Cnevy. New]
battery, radiator, seat covers. |
New
engine,
including I
bearings.
Trans
linkage |
broken. $95. Call 477-4305.
For Sale: 10 speed. Gitane
Tour de France 531. Frame and
extras. $206. or best offer.
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FUNCTIONS.

STOCKIQH^

RENTAL

TYPEWRITER
CALCULATOR
ADDING MACHINE S A L E S
HERMES

IBM

JAMESTO^K

cmrrmu CALIF

LOW RATES
Will apply
on purchase

SMITH-CORONA
ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS
From 10.00 Monthly

MANUAL TYEPWRITERS

Student Special

3 months for $15.00

130 Norm California -465-58811
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